Floor Outlet Housing

**224/1, 224/2**

Installation Instructions

**224/1**

224/1 is designed to combine telephone, power outlets and computer connections into one housing. The barriers provided allow the segregation of each service.

**WARNING:** AS/NZS 3000 Segregation of Wiring Systems, specifies telephone power systems, etc. must be separated by a continuous divider.

The 224/1 barriers pivot forward or can be clipped out for ease of wiring.

Provision for cable segregation divider has been provided at bottom of base.

If unit is mounted on a high pile carpet with underlay, the unit can be raised by using 4-3/16” B.S.W. screws to suit holes indicated in illustration (screws not supplied), tap holes 3/16” B.S.W. Insert screw to suit and adjust height from floor.
224/2 Heading

224/2 is designed to combine telephone, power outlets and computer connections into one housing. The barriers provided allow the segregation of each service.

WARNING: AS/NZS 3000 Segregation of Wiring Systems, specifies telephone power systems, etc must be separated by a continuous divider.

The 224/2 barriers pivot forward or can be clipped out for ease of wiring.

Provision for cable segregation divider has been provided at bottom of base.

If unit is mounted on a high pile carpet with underlay, the unit can be raised by using 4-3/16" B.S.W. screws to suit holes indicated in illustration; (screws not supplied), tap holes 3/16" B.S.W. Insert screw to suit and adjust height from floor.